
The Kia Sorento.
Accessories



Live your life to the max.
The stylishly robust new Sorento is built to help you make the most of the confident life you 
lead. You can complement its powerful image with your personal choice of Kia Genuine 
Accessories. All are designed and engineered to the same demanding standards as your 
Sorento. So they will always fit perfectly.

The accessories in this brochure are applicable for Sorento MY21 Diesel, HEV and PHEV 
unless specified otherwise in the table on page 33‐35.

Genuine Accessories
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Wheels

ALLOY WHEEL 17” 
Classic design with 
elegance. 7.0Jx17, suitable  
for 235/65 R17 tyres.

ALLOY WHEEL 18” 
Strong and chic at the 
same time. 7.5Jx18,  
suitable for 235/60 R18 
tyres.

ALLOY WHEEL 19” 
Large alloy wheels with  
a luxurious design.  
7.5Jx19, suitable for 
235/55 R19 tyres.

ALLOY WHEEL 20” 
Lightweight yet  
exceptionally powerful. 
8.5Jx20, suitable for 
255/45 R20 tyres.

Alloy wheel 19" Yongsan 

P2400ADE09 (silver)

Alloy wheel 19" Yongsan 

P2400ADE09GR (graphite)

Alloy wheel 19" Yongsan
P2400ADE09BC (bicolour)

General advice for all alloy wheels: Only applicable to vehicles originally delivered with the same specifications from the vehicle manufacturer. 

Tyres are not included.

Your choice defines your life. Be proud! Nothing can make your Sorento more distinctive than your own choice of eye-catching 
alloy wheels. From uniquely sporty to robustly elegant, you’ll find wheels that reflect 
your personality perfectly.

Alloy wheel 18" Masan
P2400ADE08 

(silver/diesel only)

Alloy wheel 17" Osan
P2400ADE07 (silver)

Alloy wheel kit 17" 
P2F40AK000 (diesel only)

Alloy wheel kit 17" 
P4F40AK000 (HEV only)

Alloy wheel kit 20" 
P2F40AK040 (diesel only)

Alloy wheel kit 19" 
P2F40AK030 

Alloy wheel 18" Masan
P2400ADE08GR 

(graphite/diesel only)

Alloy wheel 18" Masan
P2400ADE08BC 

(bicolour/diesel only)

Alloy wheel kit 18" 
P2F40AK010 (diesel only)

TPMS KIT This TPMS kit lets you check on the air pressure in your tyres at all times. P2H40AK000
LOCKING WHEEL NUTS These locking wheel nuts provide reliable protection against theft. 66490ADE50
WHEEL STORAGE BAGS Set of 4 wheel storage bags to keep your wheels, clothing and your storage place clean. 66495ADB00
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Styling

Accessories in this extremely high-gloss black finish clearly reflect the pride you feel in your 
new Sorento. They add an extra level of distinction and prestige.

Choose accessories finished in sophisticated satin chrome to create a more subtle, yet equally 
prestigious character. It ’s just the way you like it. A high-quality finish that perfectly 
complements the other original design accents of your new Sorento.

Your way is the only way. Treat your Sorento to a range of design accents that create a unique look to express your 
character perfectly. These matched accessories, in either piano black or elegant satin 
chrome, can be applied to door mirrors, side trims, rear bumper trims, tailgates and trunk 
sills. Like everything in your life, it’s your choice.

Piano Black Satin Chrome
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Styling

Piano Black Satin Chrome

1. Door mirror caps (P2431ADE00CL) 

3. Rear bumper trim line (P2274ADE00CL)4. Tailgate trim line (P2491ADE00BL) 4. Trunk sill trim line (P2275ADE00BL)

2. Side trim lines (P2271ADE00BL)1. Door mirror caps (P2431ADE00BL) 2. Side trim lines (P2271ADE00CL)

4. Tailgate trim line (P2491ADE00CL)

1

2

3

2

1

4

3. Rear bumper trim line (P2274ADE00BL)

Exterior styling kit, piano black includes door mirror caps, side trim lines and tailgate trim line. P2300ADE00BL Exterior styling kit, satin chrome includes door mirror caps, side trim lines and tailgate trim line. P2300ADE00CL
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Styling

SIDE STEPS

More style, more comfort: these robust side steps bring a new iconic 
boldness to your exterior styling. And ensure easier access to the 
cabin and to the roof-mounted accessories. Featuring an inlay with 
anti-slip function they can carry up to 200kg. Can be combined with 
mudguards.
P2F37AC000

SIDE STEPS, SPORTY

Take your Sorento's styling up a notch with these robust side steps 
underlining the unique character of your car. Aluminium inlays and 
anti-slip rubber elements ensure easier access to the cabin and to 
roof-mounted accessories. Can be combined with mudguards.
P2F37AB000
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Styling 

LED TRUNK AND TAILGATE LIGHTS

Never feel helpless again while removing the trailer from the tow bar 
in the dark after a long adventurous day. Or stepping into something 
while doing so. The LED trunk and tailgate lights come to life as soon 
as you open the tailgate. Enjoy perfect visibility in and outside your 
trunk. 66652ADE00

Bright ideas light up your life. Our genuine lighting accessories benefit you in two ways: they 
complement the interior with a welcoming atmosphere, and provide 
valuable light for improved visibility for trailer work and when 
accessing the cabin and load-space.   
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Styling

LED DOOR PROJECTORS, KIA LOGO

Bring a special touch to every entrance after dark, by projecting the 
sharp contours of the Kia logo on the ground every time the front 
doors are opened. Only for vehicles with automatic window up/ 
down function for front row windows. 66651ADE00K

LED PUDDLE LIGHTS

Choose a distinctive yet subtle glow for a unique entry ‐ and 
increased visibility, especially in darkness ‐ with the LED puddle 
lights. Only for vehicles with automatic window up/down function for 
front row windows. 66651ADE00

LED FOOTWELL ILLUMINATION

Give your cabin the red carpet treatment with this premium touch 
that bathes the front and the rear footwell in exquisite ambient light 
whenever the doors are unlocked, fading out when the engine starts.
66650ADE20 (red, first row)
66650ADE20W (white, first row)
66650ADE31 (red, second row)
66650ADE31W (white, second row)

LED footwell illumination, red, first row

LED footwell illumination, white, first row LED footwell illumination, white, second row

LED footwell illumination, red, second row
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Ready for any situation. Getting the most out of the versatility that every Sorento brings will never be a problem.  
Kia Genuine Accessories are available for just about any transport challenge you can think of. 
All are designed and engineered specifically to fit the contours of your Sorento perfectly.

Transport
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Transport 

BIKE CARRIER FOR ALL TOW BARS

The ideal companion for cycling holidays or day trips out. It can carry 2 
bikes with a maximum payload of 60kg. Easy to load, it is theft-
resistant and you can even open the tailgate with your bikes on  
the back! 
E823055001 (LHD only)

TOW BAR WIRING KIT

Installation uses original vehicle connectors and a multifunctional 
trailer module which amplifies all necessary signals.
Please consult your dealer for all functions of these products and for 
the maximum towing load capacity for your vehicle.
13-pole: P2621ADE00PC (detachable & fixed)
7-pole: P2620ADE00PC (detachable & fixed)
13-pole: P2625ADE00 (retractable)
Adapters are available to temporarily change 7-pole (vehicle) to 
13-pole (trailer/caravan) 55622ADB00, and 13-pole (vehicle) to 
7-pole (trailer/caravan) E919999137.

TOW BAR, RETRACTABLE

Would you like to combine even more comfort with efficient 
transportation? Deployed and retracted via a switch located in the 
trunk, this top-quality, fully-electric tow bar conveniently folds up 
and sits invisibly behind the lower bumper when not in use. Can only 
be fitted on vehicles with tyre mobility kit.
P2285ADE00

TOW BAR, FIXED

You frequently have cargo to transport? This high-quality corrosion-
resistant fixed tow bar is developed to optimally transport loads 
according to the maximum towing and bike load capacity of your 
Sorento. Can only be fitted on vehicles with temporary spare wheel 
or tyre mobility kit.
P2280ADE00

TOW BAR, DETACHABLE

Whenever you have substantial cargo in tow, this top-quality 
corrosion-resistant steel tow bar is ideal for efficient transportation. 
With the featured 3-ball locking system it can be detached simply, 
securely and discretely. Can only be fit ted on vehicles with 
temporary spare wheel or tyre mobility kit.
P2281ADE00
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ROOF BOX 330 & 390

Heading off on holiday, you’ll probably need more luggage space than usual. Before you start 
cramming things in your cabin, enjoy the comfort of this sleek and durable roof box. Easy to 
install and with dual side opening for extra-fast access, it provides a space-efficient compart-
ment. Lockable for added security. Capacity is limited to roof and cross bars load capacity. 
Please consult your dealer for more information.

66730ADE10 (Roof box 330/dimensions: 144x86x37.5cm/volume: 330L)
66730ADE00 (Roof box 390/dimensions: 195x73.8x36cm/volume: 390L)

Roof Box 390 Roof Box 330

Transport

CROSS BARS, ALUMINIUM

Light and easy to install, these strong and 
perfectly fitting aluminium cross bars help 
you transport all you could possibly need on 
your next adventure. Load capacity up  
to 75kg. P2211ADE00AL
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Transport

XTENDER SKI & SNOWBOARD CARRIER

It's time to head home with all your gear quickly and without hassle. 
Capable of carrying up to 6 pairs of skis or 4 snowboards, it slides out 
sideways allowing you to load and unload, away from contact with 
your car.
55700SBA10 

SKI & SNOWBOARD CARRIER 400 & 600

A reliable travel companion for your future winter adventures. The "ski 
& snowboard carrier 400" is capable of holding up to 4 pairs of skis or 
2 snowboards. If you need even more room you can opt for the "ski & 
snowboard carrier 600" for up to 6 pairs of skis or 4 snowboards. Both 
are lockable for added security.
66701ADE10 (carrier 400)
66701ADE00 (carrier 600)

LUGGAGE NET

This luggage net is both durable and flexible, 
keeping items securely stowed in the trunk.
85790C5000

BIKE CARRIER PRO

Make light work of loading and unloading your bike ‐ simply and  
safely. Adjust and secure your bike single-handedly at roof height 
using the convenient rotary knobs. Lockable for added security.  
Carries up to 20kg.
66700ADE00

BIKE CARRIER ACTIVE

Make the most of an action-packed day out riding. Load and unload 
your bike with ease. Lockable for added security. Carries up to 17kg.
66700ADE10
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Protection

No matter how careful you are, you can’t always expect others to be so mindful. Our perfectly fitting accessories are 
the ideal solution for protecting the high-quality interior of your Sorento. So you can benefit from its extraordinary 
capability without leaving signs of wear and tear. 

Keeping your good looks.
TRUNK LINER

Linked to 90 % bio-based sources, the trunk liner supports responsible production of  
bio-based plastics, from renewable feedstock in the form of wood and agricultural waste. 
Durable, anti-slip and waterproof with raised edges this custom-made liner protects your 
trunk from wet, muddy or grimy things and is easy to clean.
P2122ADE05E (5-seater/not shown)  
P2122ADE07E (7-seater)

DOG GUARD, UPPER AND LOWER FRAME 

This robust grid is ideal for transporting your 
pet dog. Easy to install and a perfect fit, it 
makes sure everything stays securely where 
it should. The lower frame can only be used 
in combination with the upper frame.
P2150ADE00 (upper frame)
P2151ADE00 (lower frame)

Transport
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Textile floor mats, standard (diesel only)All weather mats, with grey accent

Textile floor mats, velour Textile floor mats, premium (HEV & PHEV only) Trunk mat, reversible foldable, 7-seater

Trunk mat, reversible, 7-seater and bumper flap

Protection

BUMPER FLAP FOR TRUNK MAT

Make sure your rear bumper is protected 
while loading and unloading, or when dogs 
jump in and out. It attaches to all trunk mats, 
quickly folds out when in use, and is just as 
fast to fold away or detach when you are 
finished.
66120ADE00

TRUNK MAT, REVERSIBLE

Depending what you're transporting, this 
mat features the soft cushioning of high-
quality velour for sensitive cargo, and a 
resilient anti-slip and dirt-resistant surface 
for messy loads on the reverse. With press 
buttons for fixation of the fold-out bumper 
flap for extra protection.
P2120ADE05 (5-seater/not shown)
P2120ADE07 (7-seater/only applicable when 
third row seats are not in use)
P2120ADE17 (foldable, 7-seater/conveniently 
folds when third row seats are in use)

1ST ROW

2ND ROW

3RD ROW

ALL WEATHER MATS

Whatever adventure you've been on, don't 
worry about wet, muddy or sandy shoes. 
These durable and easy-to-clean floor mats 
protect the whole of your cabin floor.
P2131ADE00 (diesel/LHD/1st&2nd row)
P4131ADE00 (HEV&PHEV/LHD/1st&2nd row)
P4131ADE10 (HEV&PHEV/RHD/1st&2nd row)
P2131ADE30 (3rd row only)

TEXTILE FLOOR MATS

Keep your cabin unblemished for longer by 
protecting it with either textile standard 
mats from hard-wear ing needle fe l t  
material or high-quality and good-looking 
protective velour textile mats. For even more 
luxurious feeling go for noticeably thick 
premium mats with black and silver metal 
cast Kia logo in the front row, exclusively 
designed for the Sorento hybrid. All mats are 
held in place with fixing points and anti-slip 
backing.

Textile floor mats, standard
P2141ADE00 (diesel/LHD/1st&2nd row)
P2141ADE10 (diesel/RHD/1st&2nd row)
P2141ADE30 (diesel/3rd row only)

Textile floor mats, velour
P2143ADE00 (diesel/LHD/1st&2nd row)
P2143ADE10 (diesel/RHD/1st&2nd row)
P4143ADE00 (HEV&PHEV/LHD/1st&2nd row)
P4143ADE10 (HEV&PHEV/RHD/1st&2nd row)
P2143ADE30 (3rd row only)

Textile floor mats, premium
P4144ADE00 (HEV&PHEV/LHD/1st&2nd row)
P4144ADE10 (HEV&PHEV/RHD/1st&2nd row)
P4144ADE30 (HEV&PHEV/3rd row only)
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MUDGUARD KIT 

Protect the underbody, sills and doors of 
your Sorento from excessive dirt, slush or 
mud-spray with these sleek, custom-made 
mudguards. Set of 2.
P2F46AKA00 (front)
P2F46AKF00 (rear/not shown)

DOOR HANDLE RECESS PROTECTION FOILS

These foils keep your paintwork looking  
like new and free of any fingernail or key 
scratches. Set of 4. 
66272ADE00

REAR BUMPER PROTECTION FOIL

Enjoy peace of mind when loading and un- 
loading frequently ‐ knowing that the top 
surface of your rear bumper is protected 
from scrapes and scuffs. 
P2272ADE00BL (black)
P2272ADE00TR (transparent)

Ice/sunscreen

Trunk organizer, foldable

Rear seat entertainment cradle for iPad®

Business suit hanger

Take-away hook

TRUNK ORGANIZER, FOLDABLE

Perfect for quickly organizing and securing 
any kind of supplies, folding away flat 
making room for your next errand. With 
practical carrying straps and handholds for 
convenient transport outside your car.
66123ADE00

TAKE-AWAY HOOK

Avoid leaks and spillages when transporting 
take-away food and drink with this discreet 
hook. Mounted on the lower passenger side 
of the centre console.
66743ADE00

ICE/SUNSCREEN

Protects your cabin from heat build-up on 
hot sunny days, and ensures frost protection 
for your windscreen and front windows in 
freezing temperatures. Custom-made for the 
Sorento, it is theft-proof when fitted.
P2723ADE00

Comfort

At your service.
It’s time to indulge yourself with accessories that will make your daily life easier and 
more convenient.

REAR SEAT ENTERTAINMENT CRADLE FOR 
iPAD®

TV shows, movies, games ‐ enjoy them now 
all on the road. Rotate and tilt for the best 
possible viewing experience. Fits to iPad® 1, 
2, 3 & 4 and iPad®Air 1 & 2. 
66582ADE01

BUSINESS SUIT HANGER

Crease-free, stress-free. This business suit 
hanger is easy to attach to the front seat and 
just as quick to detach and use elsewhere. 
Must be removed if the rear seat is occupied.
66770ADE10

Protection
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CHARGING CABLE, MODE 3

Fast charging (AC) your new Sorento PHEV 
could not be easier and faster. The charging 
cable, Mode 3 is equipped with Type 2 plugs 
at both ends and can be used for the day-to-
day charging at public and domestic 
charging points that provide Type 2 sockets. 
High-grade materials make this charging 
cable extremely resistant to severe twisting 
or bending and extensive weatherproofing 
excludes the possibility of corrosion. Secure 
automatic locking to both the car and the 
charging point is provided by the Type 2 
plugs.
66631ADE012A (1-phase, 20 A, 5 m)
66631ADE013A (1-phase, 32 A, 5 m)
66631ADE013B (1-phase, 32 A, 7.5 m)

Comfort Safety & Care

Warning triangle

Safety vest

Safety bag

Winter car care kit & Ice scraper with glove

Summer care kit

WARNING TRIANGLE

If your vehicle gets stranded, this high-
visibility, lightweight triangle provides 
effective warning to approaching vehicles. 
Lightweight, stable and foldable.
66942ADE00

SAFETY BAG

This safety bag contains two safety vests, a 
warning triangle and a first aid kit that 
complying with current quality standards.
66940ADE00

SAFETY VEST 

Give your safety top priority with this high-
visibility neon vest with reflective strips for 
maximum visibility in daylight and darkness. 
Easy to stow in the door storage, it complies 
with EN 20471, and is a legal requirement in 
most European countries. One size fits all. 
66941ADE00 (one vest)

SUMMER CARE KIT

This kit contains a bottle of concentrated 
summer screen wash to keep your view of 
the road crystal-clear, an insect remover 
spray for windscreen and headlights and the 
rim cleaner spray, formulated especially for 
alloy wheels. Plus an extra sponge for glass 
surfaces. 
LP974APE102K

WINTER CAR CARE KIT & ICE SCRAPER 
WITH GLOVE

This kit contains a bottle of concentrated 
winter screen wash to ensure that your 
wipers run smoothly over the windscreen. 
Additionally, the de-icer pump spray that 
clears frozen windows and prevents re-icing, 
and an ice scraper plus the sponge.
LP973APE109K
LP950APE01K (ice scraper with glove)

Your safety. Our priority.
You can’t have too much safety. Complement the built-in safety of 
your Sorento with items from our certified safety accessories. 

SAFETY
Interlocks for added 

security

SMART
Communicates 
overall charging 

status

FAST CHARGING (AC)
Optimal charging 

speed

ADVANTAGES OF MODE 3 CABLE
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Merchandise

PREMIUM CHRONOGRAPH

High-quality stainless-steel sports chrono- 
graph. Black leather strap with red contras- 
ting stitching. Citizen movement, 5 ATM. Kia 
logo on the dial and Kia embossed on the 
crown. Two-year guarantee.
66951ADE42

BASEBALL CAP

Classic baseball cap made of cotton with 
contrasting stitching, buckle strap and 
underside of peak.  One size (adjustable).
66951ADE24

BACKPACK

Black and grey backpack with large main 
compartment, front organizer compart-
ment, mesh side pouches and large exterior 
zip pocket.
66951ADE43

TRAVEL ORGANIZER, REAL LEATHER

High-quality travel organizer with various 
card compartments in different sizes. Real 
leather in black with red stitching.
66951ADE38

Your Sorento. Your pride!
Driving a Sorento gives you the right to feel proud of such a 
supremely satisfying vehicle. So we’ve created some high-quality 
merchandise to remind you of your pride in your Sorento. 

Premium chronograph

Travel organizer, real leather

Baseball cap

Backpack

Page Kia Sorento Accessory Specifications Partnumber Diesel HEV PHEV

WHEELS

4 Alloy wheel 17" Osan (1) 7.0Jx17, suitable for 235/65 R17 P2400ADE07
4 Alloy wheel kit 17" (2) 7.0Jx17, suitable for 235/65 R17 P2F40AK000
4 Alloy wheel kit 17" (3) 7.0Jx17, suitable for 235/65 R17 P4F40AK000
4 Alloy wheel kit 18" (4) 7.5Jx18, suitable for 235/60 R18 P2F40AK010

5 Alloy wheel 18" Masan
(5) 7.5Jx18, suitable for 235/60 R18 P2400ADE08
(6) 7.5Jx18, suitable for 235/60 R18 P2400ADE08GR
(7) 7.5Jx18, suitable for 235/60 R18 P2400ADE08BC

5 Alloy wheel kit 19" (8) 7.5Jx19, suitable for 235/55 R19 P2F40AK030 

5 Alloy wheel 19" Yongsan
(9) 7.5Jx19, suitable for 235/55 R19 P2400ADE09 
(10) 7.5Jx19, suitable for 235/55 R19 P2400ADE09GR 
(11) 7.5Jx19, suitable for 235/55 R19 P2400ADE09BC

5 Alloy wheel kit 20" (12) 8.5Jx20, suitable for 255/45 R20 P2F40AK040

4 TPMS Kit P2H40AK000

4 Locking wheel nuts 66490ADE50

4 Wheel storage bags Set of 4 66495ADB00

STYLING

8
Door mirror caps

Piano black P2431ADE00BL
9 Satin chrome P2431ADE00CL
8

Side trim lines
Piano black P2271ADE00BL

9 Satin chrome P2271ADE00CL
8

Rear bumper trim line
Piano black P2274ADE00BL

9 Satin chrome P2274ADE00CL
8

Tailgate trim line
Piano black P2491ADE00BL

9 Satin chrome P2491ADE00CL
8 Trunk sill trim line Piano black P2275ADE00BL
8

Exterior styling kit
Piano black P2300ADE00BL

9 Satin chrome P2300ADE00CL
10 Side steps P2F37AC000
11 Side steps, sporty P2F37AB000
12 LED trunk and tailgate lights 66652ADE00

15 LED footwell illumination

Red, first row 66650ADE20
White, first row 66650ADE20W
Red, second row 66650ADE31
White, second row 66650ADE31W

15 LED puddle lights 66651ADE00
15 LED door projectors Kia logo 66651ADE00K
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Page Kia Sorento Accessory Specifications Partnumber Diesel HEV PHEV

TRANSPORT

18

Tow bar

Retractable P2285ADE00

Q2
2021

19 Detachable P2281ADE00

19 Fixed P2280ADE00

19 Tow bar wiring kit

13-pole for detachable & fixed P2621ADE00PC 
7-pole for detachable & fixed P2620ADE00PC 
13-pole for retractable P2625ADE00 
Adapters from 7 to 13 pole 55622ADB00 
Adapters from 13 to 7 pole E919999137

19 Bike carrier for all tow bars E823055001 
20 Cross bars Aluminium P2211ADE00AL
20 Roof box 330 330 L 66730ADE10
20 Roof box 390 390 L 66730ADE00
22 Xtender ski & snowboard carrier 55700SBA10
22 Ski & snowboard carrier 400 4 pairs of skis or 2 snowboards 66701ADE10 
22 Ski & snowboard carrier 600 6 pairs of skis or 4 snowboards 66701ADE00
23 Bike carrier Pro 66700ADE00
23 Bike carrier Active 66700ADE10
22 Luggage net 85790C5000

24 Dog guard
Upper frame P2150ADE00
Lower frame P2151ADE00 

PROTECTION

25 Trunk liner
5-seater P2122ADE05E
7-seater P2122ADE07E

26 All weather mats                                                                                                 

LHD, first & second row P2131ADE00
LHD, first & second row P4131ADE00
RHD, first & second row P4131ADE10
Third row only P2131ADE30

26 Textile floor mats, standard
LHD, first & second row P2141ADE00
RHD, first & second row P2141ADE10 
Third row only P2141ADE30

26 Textile floor mats, velour

LHD, first & second row P2143ADE00
RHD, first & second row P2143ADE10
LHD, first & second row P4143ADE00
RHD, first & second row P4143ADE10
Third row only P2143ADE30
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Page Kia Sorento Accessory Specifications Partnumber Diesel HEV PHEV

26 Textile floor mats, premium
LHD, first & second row P4144ADE00 
RHD, first & second row P4144ADE10 
Third row only P4144ADE30

27 Trunk mat

Reversible, 5-seater P2120ADE05
Reversible, 7-seater, only applicable when third row 
seats are not in use P2120ADE07

Foldable, reversible, 7-seater, conveniently folds  
when third row seats are in use P2120ADE17

27 Bumper flap for trunk mat 66120ADE00

28 Rear bumper protection foil
Black P2272ADE00BL 
Transparent P2272ADE00TR

28 Mudguard kit                                                                                                                                       
Front P2F46AKA00
Rear P2F46AKF00

28 Door handle recess protection foils 66272ADE00

COMFORT

29 Trunk organizer Foldable 66123ADE00
29 Ice/sunscreen P2723ADE00
29 Rear seat entertainment cradle for iPad® 66582ADE01
29 Business suit hanger 66770ADE10

30 Charging cable, Mode 3

Type 2, 1-phase
Length: 5m
Amperage: 20A

Volt: 250V
Charging Power: 4,6kW
Weight: 1.954g

66631ADE012A

Type 2, 1-phase
Length: 5m
Amperage: 32A

Volt: 250V
Charging Power: 7.4kW
Weight: 2.665g

66631ADE013A

Type 2, 1-phase
Length: 7.5m
Amperage: 32A

Volt: 250V
Charging Power: 7.4kW
Weight: 3.390g

66631ADE013B

SAFETY & CARE

31 Warning triangle 66942ADE00
31 Safety bag 66940ADE00
31 Safety vest One vest 66941ADE00
31 Summer care kit LP974APE102K
31 Winter car care kit & Ice scraper LP973APE109K 
31 Ice scraper with glove LP950APE01K

MERCHANDISE

32 Premium chronograph Black leather strap 66951ADE42
32 Baseball cap One size (adjustable) 66951ADE24
32 Backpack Volume: 20 L 66951ADE43
32 Travel organizer Real leather 66951ADE38
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All information, illustrations and specifications are correct at the time of 
printing and are subject to change without notification. The models and 
specifications shown in this brochure may vary from the models available in 
your market. Due to the limits of the printing process, the car body colours 
shown may differ slightly from actual colours. Please contact your local Kia 
dealer for the most recent information.

Kia Motors Europe GmbH
Theodor-Heuss-Allee 11
60486 Frankfurt am Main
Germany
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